A model of in-vivo hydrocephalus shunt dynamics for blockage and performance diagnostics.
The accumulation of excess cerebrospinal fluid in the ventricles of the brain results in hydrocephalus, a condition that is fatal if left untreated. The usual remedy is to insert a shunt into the ventricles of the brain, which drains excess fluid away, moderated by a pressure dependent valve. It is important that the system functions properly so that a reasonable intracranial pressure is maintained. Unfortunately, pressure measurements in the ventricles are highly invasive, while pressure measurements in the shunt outside the skull may not detect any blockage in the catheter inside. Here we develop a model primarily aimed at detecting in vivo a blockage and other shunt malfunction using non-invasive measurements, so that shunt valves can be adjusted accordingly. The system offers a clear insight into how currently available clinical measurements may be utilized. We then extend this to investigate the phenomenon of 'chatter' (rapid opening and closing) and other mechanisms including intracranial pressure pulsatility. Although simple, the model offers a clear indication of what is required for successful regulation of both intracranial pressure and shunt flow.